
Walls, Screens, Shower Curtains
To disinfect and clean all washable, hard, 
non-porous surfaces, use liquid TB PLUS, 
NUTRA-MAX®, or aerosol GERMICIDAL 
SPRAY CLEANER

Windows & Mirrors
To remove dust, dirt, fingerprints and smoke, 
use liquid SHINE-O-GLASS, KLEER-VIEW, 
or aerosol GLASS & HARD SURFACE.
Furniture
To clean and dust all wood and formica 
surfaces, use aerosol LEMON BRIGHT. To 
remove greasy or oily residue, use T-5 or 
KITCHEN POWER. To clean metal surfaces, 
use liquid or aerosol STAINLESS STEEL 
CLEANER. Polish wood with LEMON OIL 
FURNITURE POLISH. 

Toilets
This area needs to be cleaned on a daily 
basis. For hard water, and where rust an 
calcium are a problem, use BOWL-SAN 
cleaner, disinfectant, and deodorizer. 
For general cleaning and deodorizing of all 
surfaces, use IN-CIDE. For heavy-duty 
disinfectant and cleaning, use EMULSO or 
TB PLUS. 
For a urine eradicator, use ENZY- OUT.

Floor Cleaners
For one-pass cleaner, disinfectant and 
deodorant, use NUTRA-MAX, LEMON APD, 
or MINT APD. 
For a urine eradicator, use ENZY-OUT.

Drains
WARNING: Extreme CAUTION must be 
used in handling all drain openers.
For a powerful, less volatile, fast-acting 
chemical dissolving opener, use FUMELESS 
or CRYSTAL DRAIN. Both are effective on 
hair and grease. For Professional Use, try 
BUSTER (93% Sulfuric Acid).HO
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Carpet & Upholstery
To clean carpet or upholstery, use liquid X-
TRACTO. For spot cleaning, use 
DISAPPEAR. For pet odors and accidents, 
use ENZY-OUT.
Use REST EZZZZZZZZZZ for bedbugs.

Tub, Shower, Tile & Grout
Use P.M.C. as an acid-based grout cleaner 
and soap scum remover. For a neutral, non-
acid alternative, use PEROXY SOFT.

Hand Sink
To remove tough soap scum from porcelain 
and chrome fixtures, use PEROXY SOFT. If 
disinfecting is required, use GERMICIDAL 
SPRAY CLEANER or LEMON/MINT APD.

Refer to Contents, inside front cover, for corresponding color reference per product category. 
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